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One can’t imagine the pleasure of indulging into a yummy, flavor bursting scoop of an ice cream.
Filled with heavenly delicious flavors, homemade ice creams make great dessert choices for get-
to- gather parties and special occasions.Ice Cream cookbook is a good choice for those who
want to eat sweeties and stay healthy. You have a great opportunity to learn the best 35
homemade ice cream recipes. It is very important that all the dishes are very easy to cook.Why
Homemade Ice Cream?  Commercial ice creams contain many preservatives, artificial
colors, and other processed ingredients, which are unhealthy and can cause many diseases in
long run.  When you make ice creams at home, you use freshly ingredients and other
ingredients without adding any preservatives and colors.  Processed foods including
commercial ice creams adversely affect our brain’s cognitive functions. Moreover, they can affect
our brain’s responsiveness and memory.  Homemade ice creams help you to keep your skin
look vibrant and refreshingly young.  Healthy homemade ice creams give you with the power
to keep your weight in check and maintain your fit lifestyle.  Homemade ice cream does not
just make your day bright; they also make you feel full by keeping control over your appetite
level.Basic Tools to Make Ice Cream at Home:Freezer Bowls/ContainersForks and
WhisksSieveScooperHowever for some recipes you don’t even need an ice cream maker. But as
you see there are many health benefits of homemade ice cream. They help you minimize overall
food intake and make way for a healthy lifestyle.This dedicated cookbook on homemade ice
cream aims at gifting its readers an authentic collection of ice cream recipes to fully enjoy their
dessert time. We hope that you will enjoy learning the secrets of homemade ice cream
preparation together with your family or friends. We wish you a happy ice cream making
experience!

Thank goodness Sarah Copeland wrote the "Newlywed Cookbook" - I can't even count how
many couples I've given it to. It's the perfect shower gift, alone or tied up with a few kitchen tools.
And it's just the right present to bring the first time you're invited to the new couple's home. Such
a smart book!-Dorie GreenspanIf you swoon to chewy, gooey cookies with a divinely inspired
ratio of rich, buttery cookie to melted chocolate, well, we assume by now you've stopped reading
this note and skipped to the recipe. If not, just wait. You'll see.-Leite's CulinariaWith recipes
catered towards modern couples looking to spend quality time together in the kitchen, it has me
hyperventilating with gorgeous photos and the tastiest looking recipes. This now tops my list as
the go-to gift for newly engaged friends.- Joy Cho, creator of Oh JoyAs soon as you crack the
book open, you'll quickly see that this is no ordinary newlywed-targeted cookbook. It isn't trying
to teach you how to just barely hold things together in the kitchen.Instead, it aims to inspire you
to bring the love of your relationship and to translate it into the food you prepare together. While



none of the recipes are difficult by any means, they're all dishes that you'd be proud to put on
your table, whether that table belongs to a newlywed couple or not.- Huffington Post --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorSarah Copeland is a New York City-based writer,
food expert, urban gardener and curator of good living. A Food Network veteran, she was a co-
founder and former spokesperson for Food Network and Share Our Strength's Good Food
Gardens campaign. She has appeared as a guest chef on Good Morning America and ABC
News Now. Sarah's recipes and articles have appeared in national magazines such as The Food
Network Magazine, Real Simple, Saveur and Fitness. Her debut cookbook, The Newlywed
Cookbook: Recipes for Cooking With and For Each Other is packed with flavor and fun for
twosomes looking to create a delicious life together. Sarah's Edible Living philosophy begins
with locally sourced ingredients and an appetite for life. She finds inspiration in family meals,
homegrown veggies, stinky cheeses, and chocolate cake. She lives and feasts with her
husband, András and their new addition, Greta. Read more about her adventures at
edibleliving.com. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Irene Shuman Copyright © 2017 by James MillerText Copyright © James MillerAll rights
reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited except for the
case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or reviews.Legal & DisclaimerThe
information contained in this book and its contents are not designed to take a form of medical
or professional advice; and are not meant to replace the need for independent medical,
financial, legal or other professional advice or services, as it may be required. The contents and
information of this book have been provided for the purposes of education and entertainment
only.The contents and information contained in this book were compiled from sources deemed
reliable, and they reflect the best of the Author's knowledge, information, and belief. However,
the Author cannot guarantee its accuracy and validity and cannot be held liable for any errors
and/or omissions. Further, changes are periodically made to this book when it is needed.
Whenever it is appropriate and/or necessary, you must consult a professional (including but not
limited to your doctor, attorney, financial advisor or such other professional advisor) before using
any of the suggested recommendations, techniques, or information in this book.Before reading
the contents and information contained in this book, you should agree not to hold the Author
responsible for any damages, costs, and expenses, including any legal fees potentially resulting
from the application of any of the information provided by this book. This disclaimer applies to
any loss, damage or injury caused by the use and application, whether directly or indirectly, of
any advice or information presented, whether it is the breach of a contract, tort, negligence,
personal injury, criminal intent, or any other cause of action.You should agree to accept all risks
of using the information presented in this book.You should agree that by continuing to read this
book, when appropriate and/or necessary, you shall consult a professional (including but not
limited to your doctor, attorney, or financial advisor or such other advisor as needed) before
using any of the suggested recommendations, techniques, or information in this
book.ContentsIntroductionWhy Homemade Ice Creams?The World of Ice CreamBasic Tools to
Make Ice Cream at HomePreparing Homemade Ice Creams without an Ice Cream
MakerChapter 1: Classic Ice Cream TreatsCoconut Pineapple Ice CreamCheese Cherry Ice
CreamMango Pistachio Ice CreamDark Choco HeavenPeach Cinnamon Ice CreamGinger
Honey Ice CreamAvocado Coconut Ice CreamClassic Choco Ice CreamButterscotch
ClassicsTriple Tangy TreatChapter 2: Exotic Ice Cream TreatsChoco Whiskey Ice
CreamMarshmallow Chocolate MysteryExotic Sweet Corn RetreatGreen Tea ExoticaRoyale
Rum RetreatChapter 3: Vegan Ice CreamsTropical Fruit TreatPecan Peanut Ice CreamMango
Vanilla Ice CreamSuper Coconut Ice CreamCantaloupe Creamy Ice CreamChapter 4: Mouth
Watering Sugar Free Ice CreamsChoco Banana Ice CreamCreamy Coffee Ice CreamCreamy
Refreshing Mint Ice CreamRaspberry Banana Ice CreamPassion Honey Ice CreamChapter 5:
Yummy Ice Cream CakesOreo Vanilla Ice Cream CakeBrownie Chocolate Chip CakeClassic



Creamy Ice Cream CakeChapter 6: Delicious Sorbets, Frozen Yogurts & GranitasYummy Berry
SorbetsTangy Orange SorbetCreamy Peach SorbetPeanut Butter Banana Frozen
YogurtStrawberry Frozen YogurtPomegranate Gorgeous GranitaLemon Raspberry
GranitaConclusionIntroductionWho can resist the pleasure of indulging into a yummy, flavor
bursting scoop of an ice cream? Filled with heavenly delicious flavors, homemade ice cream
makes a great dessert choice for get-to-gather parties and special occasions. There are many
kinds of ice cream; however, homemade ice cream takes care of your health and lets you enjoy
its yummy flavor. It is one of the guilt free pleasures and it helps you in maintaining your optimum
fitness. Homemade ice cream is so varied; different regions of the world have added flavors
typical for their homeland.Nobody really knows exactly who invented the ice cream. Its origin
dates back as far as 200 B.C. One of the earliest Chinese ice cream consisted of rice and milk
combined together and frozen by using snow. An early Chinese emperor combined flour, buffalo
milk, and camphor to create his customized version of ice cream.There are many written stories
about ice cream invention. Alexander the Great, Nero and King Solomon are all said to have had
their own versions of ice cream. Records from the presidency of George Washington show that
he spent over two hundred dollars on the tasty treat in the summer of 1790. While ice cream is
served across the continents, it was not until the invention of refrigeration that it became popular
as a dessert.Why Homemade Ice Creams?Commercial kinds of ice cream contain many
preservatives, artificial colors, and other processed ingredients, which are unhealthy and can
cause many diseases. When you make ice creams at home, you use freshly ingredients without
adding any preservatives and colors. There are many health benefits of homemade ice creams
such as:Sharp BrainProcessed food including commercial ice cream adversely affects our
brain’s cognitive functions. Moreover, it can affect our brain’s responsiveness and memory.
Homemade ice cream is a healthy alternative to improve your brain health.Young SkinNot just
weight control, added with the power of natural fruit and spices, homemade ice cream helps you
to keep your skin look vibrant and refreshingly young. Processed commercial ice cream makes
our skin wrinkled and dull through a process known as “glycation”; it damages the elastic
property of the skin and gives it saggy appearance.Weight ControlHealthy homemade ice cream
provides you with the power to keep your weight in check and maintain your fit lifestyle.
Containing healthy ingredients, it prevents the supply of your body with excessive fats to avoid
unwanted weight gain.Feel SatisfiedHomemade ice cream does not just make your day bright; it
also makes you feel full by keeping control over your appetite level. It helps you minimize overall
food intake and makes way for a healthy lifestyle.The World of Ice CreamThe ice cream has the
world of flavors to offer you, be it your favorite spices, fruit or nuts. Fruit is a healthy addition to
any ice cream recipe; in fact, it represents the real asset to various ice cream recipes.Many
popular flavors to start with are classic vanilla, chocolate, chocolate chip, coffee, vanilla bean,
butterscotch, mint chip, rum raisin, and peanut butter. Cream is a critical component of any ice
cream as it provides richness to it and creates a flavorful combination with other ice cream
ingredients. A cream mixture usually involves a dissolved sugar in it and it works as a sweet



component to your homemade ice cream. However, many recipes can have other sweet
ingredients as well. Most ice cream recipes include milk with various percentage of fats in it;
some have low fat while some have full fat milk. Milk along with cream makes your ice cream
flavorful and creamy. Popular milk varieties are full fat milk, condensed milk, coconut milk,
soymilk, and half-and-half. Then there is the addition of various ingredients to give it a unique
flavor. It can be in the form of fruit, spices, nuts or other special ingredients. Popular ingredients
are mango, strawberries, blueberries, cinnamon, raisin, peach, pineapple, chocolate nibs,
cocoa, graham crackers, and chocolate sauce.Basic Tools to Make Ice Cream at HomeFreezer
Bowls/ContainersYou can purchase different sizes of freezer safe containers and bowls to store
your ice cream mixtures. Choose bowls and containers that have a high surface area as they
allow the mixture to settle down faster and make it richer. Many containers or bowls come with
covers, choose the one with covers as they prevent air circulation.Forks and WhisksFork is used
for blending, stirring and prodding an ice cream mixture, while whisks are used to whisk egg
yolks, creams etc.SieveTexture is very important and that is why many ice cream mixtures need
to be passed through the sieve to remove hard ingredients and make the texture
smooth.ScooperTo simply scoop it and serve an ice cream.Preparing Homemade Ice Creams
without an Ice Cream Maker
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can resist the pleasure of indulging into a yummy, flavor bursting scoop of an ice cream? Filled
with heavenly delicious flavors, homemade ice cream makes a great dessert choice for get-to-
gather parties and special occasions. There are many kinds of ice cream; however, homemade
ice cream takes care of your health and lets you enjoy its yummy flavor. It is one of the guilt free
pleasures and it helps you in maintaining your optimum fitness. Homemade ice cream is so
varied; different regions of the world have added flavors typical for their homeland.Nobody really
knows exactly who invented the ice cream. Its origin dates back as far as 200 B.C. One of the
earliest Chinese ice cream consisted of rice and milk combined together and frozen by using
snow. An early Chinese emperor combined flour, buffalo milk, and camphor to create his
customized version of ice cream.There are many written stories about ice cream invention.
Alexander the Great, Nero and King Solomon are all said to have had their own versions of ice
cream. Records from the presidency of George Washington show that he spent over two
hundred dollars on the tasty treat in the summer of 1790. While ice cream is served across the
continents, it was not until the invention of refrigeration that it became popular as a dessert.Why
Homemade Ice Creams?Commercial kinds of ice cream contain many preservatives, artificial
colors, and other processed ingredients, which are unhealthy and can cause many diseases.
When you make ice creams at home, you use freshly ingredients without adding any
preservatives and colors. There are many health benefits of homemade ice creams such



as:Sharp BrainProcessed food including commercial ice cream adversely affects our brain’s
cognitive functions. Moreover, it can affect our brain’s responsiveness and memory. Homemade
ice cream is a healthy alternative to improve your brain health.Young SkinNot just weight control,
added with the power of natural fruit and spices, homemade ice cream helps you to keep your
skin look vibrant and refreshingly young. Processed commercial ice cream makes our skin
wrinkled and dull through a process known as “glycation”; it damages the elastic property of the
skin and gives it saggy appearance.Weight ControlHealthy homemade ice cream provides you
with the power to keep your weight in check and maintain your fit lifestyle. Containing healthy
ingredients, it prevents the supply of your body with excessive fats to avoid unwanted weight
gain.Feel SatisfiedHomemade ice cream does not just make your day bright; it also makes you
feel full by keeping control over your appetite level. It helps you minimize overall food intake and
makes way for a healthy lifestyle.The World of Ice CreamThe ice cream has the world of flavors
to offer you, be it your favorite spices, fruit or nuts. Fruit is a healthy addition to any ice cream
recipe; in fact, it represents the real asset to various ice cream recipes.Many popular flavors to
start with are classic vanilla, chocolate, chocolate chip, coffee, vanilla bean, butterscotch, mint
chip, rum raisin, and peanut butter. Cream is a critical component of any ice cream as it provides
richness to it and creates a flavorful combination with other ice cream ingredients. A cream
mixture usually involves a dissolved sugar in it and it works as a sweet component to your
homemade ice cream. However, many recipes can have other sweet ingredients as well. Most
ice cream recipes include milk with various percentage of fats in it; some have low fat while
some have full fat milk. Milk along with cream makes your ice cream flavorful and creamy.
Popular milk varieties are full fat milk, condensed milk, coconut milk, soymilk, and half-and-
half. Then there is the addition of various ingredients to give it a unique flavor. It can be in the
form of fruit, spices, nuts or other special ingredients. Popular ingredients are mango,
strawberries, blueberries, cinnamon, raisin, peach, pineapple, chocolate nibs, cocoa, graham
crackers, and chocolate sauce.Basic Tools to Make Ice Cream at HomeFreezer Bowls/
ContainersYou can purchase different sizes of freezer safe containers and bowls to store your
ice cream mixtures. Choose bowls and containers that have a high surface area as they allow
the mixture to settle down faster and make it richer. Many containers or bowls come with covers,
choose the one with covers as they prevent air circulation.Forks and WhisksFork is used for
blending, stirring and prodding an ice cream mixture, while whisks are used to whisk egg yolks,
creams etc.SieveTexture is very important and that is why many ice cream mixtures need to be
passed through the sieve to remove hard ingredients and make the texture smooth.ScooperTo
simply scoop it and serve an ice cream.Preparing Homemade Ice Creams without an Ice Cream
Maker
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can resist the pleasure of indulging into a yummy, flavor bursting scoop of an ice cream? Filled
with heavenly delicious flavors, homemade ice cream makes a great dessert choice for get-to-
gather parties and special occasions. There are many kinds of ice cream; however, homemade
ice cream takes care of your health and lets you enjoy its yummy flavor. It is one of the guilt free
pleasures and it helps you in maintaining your optimum fitness. Homemade ice cream is so
varied; different regions of the world have added flavors typical for their homeland.Nobody really
knows exactly who invented the ice cream. Its origin dates back as far as 200 B.C. One of the
earliest Chinese ice cream consisted of rice and milk combined together and frozen by using
snow. An early Chinese emperor combined flour, buffalo milk, and camphor to create his
customized version of ice cream.There are many written stories about ice cream invention.
Alexander the Great, Nero and King Solomon are all said to have had their own versions of ice
cream. Records from the presidency of George Washington show that he spent over two
hundred dollars on the tasty treat in the summer of 1790. While ice cream is served across the
continents, it was not until the invention of refrigeration that it became popular as a dessert.Why
Homemade Ice Creams?Commercial kinds of ice cream contain many preservatives, artificial
colors, and other processed ingredients, which are unhealthy and can cause many diseases.
When you make ice creams at home, you use freshly ingredients without adding any
preservatives and colors. There are many health benefits of homemade ice creams such
as:Sharp BrainProcessed food including commercial ice cream adversely affects our brain’s
cognitive functions. Moreover, it can affect our brain’s responsiveness and memory. Homemade
ice cream is a healthy alternative to improve your brain health.Young SkinNot just weight control,
added with the power of natural fruit and spices, homemade ice cream helps you to keep your
skin look vibrant and refreshingly young. Processed commercial ice cream makes our skin
wrinkled and dull through a process known as “glycation”; it damages the elastic property of the
skin and gives it saggy appearance.Weight ControlHealthy homemade ice cream provides you
with the power to keep your weight in check and maintain your fit lifestyle. Containing healthy
ingredients, it prevents the supply of your body with excessive fats to avoid unwanted weight
gain.Feel SatisfiedHomemade ice cream does not just make your day bright; it also makes you
feel full by keeping control over your appetite level. It helps you minimize overall food intake and
makes way for a healthy lifestyle.The World of Ice CreamThe ice cream has the world of flavors
to offer you, be it your favorite spices, fruit or nuts. Fruit is a healthy addition to any ice cream
recipe; in fact, it represents the real asset to various ice cream recipes.Many popular flavors to
start with are classic vanilla, chocolate, chocolate chip, coffee, vanilla bean, butterscotch, mint
chip, rum raisin, and peanut butter. Cream is a critical component of any ice cream as it provides
richness to it and creates a flavorful combination with other ice cream ingredients. A cream
mixture usually involves a dissolved sugar in it and it works as a sweet component to your
homemade ice cream. However, many recipes can have other sweet ingredients as well. Most
ice cream recipes include milk with various percentage of fats in it; some have low fat while
some have full fat milk. Milk along with cream makes your ice cream flavorful and creamy.



Popular milk varieties are full fat milk, condensed milk, coconut milk, soymilk, and half-and-
half. Then there is the addition of various ingredients to give it a unique flavor. It can be in the
form of fruit, spices, nuts or other special ingredients. Popular ingredients are mango,
strawberries, blueberries, cinnamon, raisin, peach, pineapple, chocolate nibs, cocoa, graham
crackers, and chocolate sauce.Basic Tools to Make Ice Cream at HomeFreezer Bowls/
ContainersYou can purchase different sizes of freezer safe containers and bowls to store your
ice cream mixtures. Choose bowls and containers that have a high surface area as they allow
the mixture to settle down faster and make it richer. Many containers or bowls come with covers,
choose the one with covers as they prevent air circulation.Forks and WhisksFork is used for
blending, stirring and prodding an ice cream mixture, while whisks are used to whisk egg yolks,
creams etc.SieveTexture is very important and that is why many ice cream mixtures need to be
passed through the sieve to remove hard ingredients and make the texture smooth.ScooperTo
simply scoop it and serve an ice cream.Preparing Homemade Ice Creams without an Ice Cream
MakerYou can also make ice cream without an ice cream maker. If you do not have an ice cream
maker, prepare the ice cream mixture as instructed in the recipe in a large freezer safe
bowl.Place the bowl to chill for 15-20 minutes in the freeze, take the bowl out and stir the mixture
for 15-20 seconds. Put the mixture back into the freezer; take out after 15-20 minutes and mix
again.Repeat the process as many times as you want until you get a consistency to your
satisfaction. Scoop the ice cream into a serving plate or bowl and enjoy its delicate
flavor. Making delicious ice cream at home is a funny way to spend some time with family and
friends. This book is a perfect blend of unique ice cream flavors and textures from different
countries.Are you looking for sugar-free ice cream that can let you indulge in its heavenly taste
without added sugar? This book has it. Are you looking for pure vegan ice cream that can give
you ultimate pleasure with all vegan ingredients? This book has something for every ice cream
lovers out there, be it classic ice cream recipes, frozen yogurts, granitas, sorbets, ice cream
cakes or exotic ice cream varieties.This special book unveils the finest collection of 35 wonderful
ice cream recipes that you can easily prepare at home and share with your loved ones. Have fun
and experience different flavors from the whole world. No matter what are their ingredients, ice
cream is always a delight to have. Chapter 1:Classic Ice Cream Treats Coconut
Pineapple Ice CreamPrep Time: 40-50 min. | Serves: 5-6Ingredients:1 ½ cup of heavy cream1
can of coconut milk1/3 cup of shredded coconut8 oz. of crushed pineapple1 tsp. of coconut
extract1 cup of sugarDirections:- In a bowl (medium size), combine the sugar and coconut milk.
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Jbarr5, “Making ice cream at home. Delicious Ice Cream Cookbook: 35 Homemade Ice Cream
Recipes: Exotic, Vegan, Sorbets, Granitas and many others by James MillerCookbook about ice
cream making and you can do it with a maker, in your own home.What I like about this book is
there are many varieities of ice cream to make.Starts out with a table of contents and the recipes
are broken up into same type ingredient categories.An introduction talks about why you should
be able to make ice cream and why it really is healthy for your body.Each recipe has a title, prep
time and servings. A color photo for each one along with ingredients.You probably should NOT
substitute for your healthier dietary needs because the chemistry won't come out right and
neither will the end result.There are sections for healtier ice cream in this book.Directions on
how to make the ice cream is also included with the recipes.I like a lot of the fruit ones but I'd cut
down on sugar myself.”

Nataliia Coates, “Very nice book! Easy to follow instructions. Very nice book! Easy to follow
instructions, beautiful photos and nearly all the ingredients are easily found in local groceries.
My husband loves peanut butter and even though I wanted to try a few other recipes first, he
convinced me to make the Peanut Butter Banana Frozen Yogurt. He loved it! I don't like peanut
butter and even I thought it was tasty :).”

Kuba Aman, “My own Ice-cream factory)). I like Ice-cream. This cookbook has amazing recipes.
Me and family are happy.”

armand perez, “nice. useful nice and i use many receipts”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Good”

Yuliia, “I’m in love with an ice cream. I’m in love with an ice cream. So I’m in love with this book
now! Such a great homemade cream recipes. And you can find for all diferent tastes.”

Cust, “Five Stars. I like that cute cookbook with beautiful recipes of tasty homemade ice-cream.
Many thanks from all of my family.”

The book by James Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 8 people have provided feedback.
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